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FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY PRACTICE BK.4.4
1} radio active element discovered in 1941; used in atomic weapons. The aliens thought Farmer Tice had a

head thicker than ____________________.
2} a thick, heavy smell; bad odor. Farmer Tice farted up a storm while inside the transporter chamber, and the

aliens couldn’t stand the _________________ when got out.
3} Wagner’s opera, “the twilight of the gods”; collapse of a regime, society, civilization. Everything came to a

crashing halt in the last chapter. It was Farmer Tice’s ________________________.
4} expecting; foreseeing; realization in advance. When Farmer Tice announced that he was about to give a

speech, the crowd grew silent in ____________________.
5} family background; forefathers. The aliens were able to gather data on Farmer Tice’s ________________

by scanning him from head to toe. They determined that he came from a long line of dunderheads.
6} letters made of dots & dashes; telegraph messages. The aliens spoke to each other in a language that

sounded like _________________________ by beeping like The Roadrunner.
7} yes; positive; confirming. Instead of say yes and no, the aliens say __________________ and negative.
8} a complete change. After receiving an alien treatment in the transporter chamber, Farmer Tice made a

complete ________________________ from the village idiot to an elite genius.
9} having more than enough; thorough; more than adequate. The carrot patch became so _____________

with carrots that Farmer Tice could have fed all the rabbits in the state of Texas!
10} bad name; wrong name for something. Old man Bunch thought that calling his business a junk yard was a

___________________, because people don’t buy “junk”. Thus, a better term would be “treasure trove”.
11} fighting for some cause or movement. After becoming a walking philosopher, Farmer Tice went on a

_____________________ for Mr. Vagyok’s Indigent Lives Matters movement.
12} one that’s playful, mischievous; a rogue, scoundrel, scamp. The weasel was a tricky little ____________.
13} state of confusion; perplexing situation. Farmer Tice’s mysterious disappearance left his wife in a state of

________________________ that she nor the others could figure out.
14} having slowly died out; stopped due to exhaustion. As time went on, Farmer Tice’s intelligence eventually

________________________ and he soon went back to being the dummy he once was.
15} a short saying or motto esp. with catchwords. “Sit Down, Don’t Work” became a _______________

that all the young people began chanting.
16} in a courteous & friendly way; deeply & sincerely. Farmer Tice greeted the “ladies” at the door of his hotel

room and ________________ invited them to come in.
17} stranded; abandoned; isolated. The aliens had only a few more minutes to make it to the so-called

“window of opportunity”, or they might have found themselves __________________ on Earth indefinitely.
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18} hay that’s green in color & rich in calcium. Farmer Tice fed Betsy, his cow, lots of _______________.
19} embankment that keeps water from overflowing. Farmer Tice woke up in the cornfield with his head

resting on a ________________ and was lucky the ___________________ was dry.
20} formal announcement; proclamation; legal statement affirming something. Farmer Tice once tried making

a _______________________ of his independence but his wife immediately put an end to that!
21} hoodlums who break, deface, or destroy property. Farmer Tice’s wife was furious with him for allow the

____________ to practically ruin their cornfield by stomping on the corn & by leaving tons of trash behind.
22} a sense of extreme happiness or well-being; blissful. When Farmer Tice came out of the transformer, he

had a _______________ look on his face. That’s because he liked the smell of his own farts!
23} not predicted; not expected. The aliens blamed their inability to take Farmer Tice back to Zolameir with

them on ____________________ circumstances.
24} tricked; in a difficult position that’s hard to get out of. The leaders of the Nutria had ________________

Farmer Tice into becoming a herd leader by making him feel as though it was up to him to save the world.
25} using words correctly in a sentence or paragraph. Farmer Tice’s hillbilly ____________________ began

to change as he developed greater intelligence. Pretty soon he was speaking like an Oxford professor.
26} for a non specific period of time. The alien’s greatest fear was that if they kept being distracted by Farmer

Tice, they could be stranded on Earth _________________________.
27} impossible to comprehend or understand. Life on an alien planet must be _____________________.
28} looking like glitter. The aliens wore silver ____________________ spacesuits.
29} incompetent; unable; incapable; clumsy; awkward; not competent. The aliens were surprised to learn that

the degree of Farmer Tice’s ___________________ was much, much greater than the average earthling.
30} people who run for office; they’ll say anything to get elected. All of the Nutria ____________________

on stage that night said “Vote for me, or it will be the end of the world in ten years!!!”

abundant, affirmative, alfalfa, ancestry, anticipation, bewilderment, cordially,
crusade, declaration, euphoric, Götterdammerung, grammar, incomprehensible,
ineptitude, infinitely, levee, marooned, misnomer, Morse Code, petered out,
plutonium, politicians, rascal, metallic, slogans, snookered, stench,
transformation, unforeseen, vandals
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FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY PRACTICE BK.4.4 {ANSWERS}
1} radio active element discovered in 1941; used in atomic weapons. The aliens thought Farmer Tice had a

head thicker than plutonium.
2} a thick, heavy smell; bad odor. Farmer Tice farted up a storm while inside the transporter chamber, and the

aliens couldn’t stand the stench when got out.
3} Wagner’s opera, “the twilight of the gods”; collapse of a regime, society, civilization. Everything came to a

crashing halt in the last chapter. It was Farmer Tice’s Götterdammerung.
4} expecting; foreseeing; realization in advance. When Farmer Tice announced that he was about to give a

speech, the crowd grew silent in anticipation.
5} family background; forefathers. The aliens were able to gather data on Farmer Tice’s ancestry by scanning

him from head to toe. They determined that he came from a long line of dunderheads.
6} letters made of dots & dashes; telegraph messages. The aliens spoke to each other in a language that

sounded like Morse Code by beeping like The Roadrunner.
7} yes; positive; confirming. Instead of say yes and no, the aliens say affirmative and negative.
8} a complete change. After receiving an alien treatment in the transporter chamber, Farmer Tice made a

complete transformation from the village idiot to an elite genius.
9} having more than enough; thorough; more than adequate. The carrot patch became so abundant with

carrots that Farmer Tice could have fed all the rabbits in the state of Texas!
10} bad name; wrong name for something. Old man Bunch thought that calling his business a junk yard was a

misnomer, because people don’t buy “junk”. Thus, a better term would be “treasure trove”.
11} fighting for some cause or movement. After becoming a walking philosopher, Farmer Tice went on a

crusade for Mr. Vagyok’s Indigent Lives Matters movement.
12} one that’s playful, mischievous; a rogue, scoundrel, scamp. The weasel was a tricky little rascal.
13} state of confusion; perplexing situation. Farmer Tice’s mysterious disappearance left his wife in a state of

bewilderment that she nor the others could figure out.
14} having slowly died out; stopped due to exhaustion. As time went on, Farmer Tice’s intelligence eventually

petered out and he soon went back to being the dummy he once was.
15} a short saying or motto esp. with catchwords. “Sit Down, Don’t Work” became a slogan that all the

young people began chanting.
16} in a courteous & friendly way; deeply & sincerely. Farmer Tice greeted the “ladies” at the door of his hotel

room and cordially invited them to come in.
17} stranded; abandoned; isolated. The aliens had only a few more minutes to make it to the so-called

“window of opportunity”, or they might have found themselves marooned on Earth indefinitely.
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18} hay that’s green in color & rich in calcium. Farmer Tice fed Betsy, his cow, lots of alfalfa.
19} embankment that keeps water from overflowing. Farmer Tice woke up in the cornfield with his head

resting on a levee and was lucky the levee was dry.
20} formal announcement; proclamation; legal statement affirming something. Farmer Tice once tried making

a declaration of his independence but his wife immediately put an end to that!
21} hoodlums who break, deface, or destroy property. Farmer Tice’s wife was furious with him for allow the

vandals to practically ruin their cornfield by stomping on the corn & by leaving tons of trash behind.
22} a sense of extreme happiness or well-being; blissful. When Farmer Tice came out of the transformer, he

had a euphoric look on his face. That’s because he liked the smell of his own farts!
23} not predicted; not expected. The aliens blamed their inability to take Farmer Tice back to Zolameir with

them on unforeseen circumstances.
24} tricked; in a difficult position that’s hard to get out of. The leaders of the Nutria had snookered Farmer

Tice into becoming a herd leader by making him feel as though it was up to him to save the world.
25} using words correctly in a sentence or paragraph. Farmer Tice’s hillbilly grammar began to change as he

developed greater intelligence. Pretty soon he was speaking like an Oxford professor.
26} for a non specific period of time. The alien’s greatest fear was that if they kept being distracted by Farmer

Tice, they could be stranded on Earth indefinitely.
27} impossible to comprehend or understand. Life on an alien planet must be incomprehensible.
28} looking like glitter. The aliens wore silver metallic spacesuits.
29} incompetent; unable; incapable; clumsy; awkward; not competent. The aliens were surprised to learn that

the degree of Farmer Tice’s ineptitude was much, much greater than the average earthling.
30} people who run for office; they’ll say anything to get elected. All of the Nutria politicians on stage that

night said “Vote for me, or it will be the end of the world in ten years!!!”

Nightmare at Bum Park.
This was what prompted
the Indigent Lives Matter
movement .
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